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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company deploys a U1981 unified gateway, BMU, and CDRServer.
The administrator wants to query CDRs within a time segment.
Which of the following methods can the administrator use?
A. Run commands to query CDRs on the U1980.
B. Open the CDR file under D:\BILL\CurFile on the CDRServer.
C. Query CDRs on the CDRServer management page of the
CDRServer.
D. Query CDRs on the eSight.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following prefix-lists is the most specific match
for prefix 172.31.2.1/24?
A. Prefix 172.16.0.0/12 longer.
B. Prefix 172.31.0.0/23 longer.
C. Prefix 172.31.0.0/22 longer.
D. Prefix 172.31.0.0/24 exact.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You administer computers that run Windows 8 Enterprise in an
Active Directory domain in a single Active Directory Site. All
user account objects in Active Directory have the Manager
attribute populated.
The company has purchased a subscription to Windows Intune. The
domain security groups are synchronized with the Microsoft
Online directory.
You create a Windows Intune group that specifies a manager as a
membership criterion. You notice that the group has no members.
You need to ensure that users that meet the membership criteria
are added to the Windows Intune group. What should you do?
A. Force Active Directory replication within the domain.
B. Synchronize the Active Directory Domain Service (AD DS) with
the Microsoft Online directory.
C. Ensure that all user accounts are identified as synchronized
users.
D. Ensure that the user who is performing the search has been
synchronized with the Microsoft Online directory.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Add Computers, Users, and Mobile Devices
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh441723.aspx
For users and security groups to appear in the Windows Intune
administrator console, you must sign in to the Windows Intune
account portal and do one of the following:
Windows Intune
The Windows Intune cloud service enables you to centrally
manage and secure PCs through a single web-based console so you
can keep your computers, IT staff, and users operating at peak
performance from virtually anywhere without compromising the
essentials--cost, control, security, and compliance.
References:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/intune.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 4
The database is configured in ARCHIVELOG mode. The database
needs to be up 24 X 7. You want to perform user-managed backup
for the data files of the HR_DATA tablespace. To accomplish the
task, you issued the following command:

SQL&gt; ALTER TABLESPACE hr_data BEGIN BACKUP;
Which two statements are true in this scenario? (Choose two.)
A. The database writes the before image of an entire block to
the redo stream before modifying block for the first time.
B. No transaction on the tablespace is allowed but you can
perform queries.
C. The checkpoint change number is frozen in headers of the
data files until the file is removed from backup mode.
D. The tablespace will automatically come out of backup mode
when the file copy is complete.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Making User-Managed Backups of Online Read/Write Tablespaces
You must put a read/write tablespace in backup mode to make
user-managed data file backups when the tablespace is online
and the database is open. The ALTER TABLESPACE ... BEGIN BACKUP
statement places a tablespace in backup mode. In backup mode,
the database copies whole changed data blocks into the redo
stream. After you take the tablespace out of backup mode with
the ALTER TABLESPACE ...
END BACKUP or ALTER DATABASE END BACKUP statement, the database
advances the data file checkpoint SCN to the current database
checkpoint SCN.
When restoring a data file backed up in this way, the database
asks for the appropriate set of redo log files to apply if
recovery is needed. The redo logs contain all changes required
to recover the data files and make them consistent.
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